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4. DRIVE FORWARD 

 
Goal:  Build a motorized rover that drives forward 

 
Main Themes:  

· Rover construction 
· NXT Programming 

 

Robotics Theory: Generally, mobile robots are designed with 2 motors in the back, one for 
each wheel, and a center un-motorized pivot wheel in the front. This allows the rover to turn 

easily by having only one motor on, and drive in a straight line by having both motors on. It 
can also pivot in place by turning on one motor forward and one motor backwards.  

 

Construction Tips: 
· The most basic LEGO rover consists of: 

o 2 motors under the back of the NXT, with wires connected to the lettered ports, 
which provide power output.  

o Reinforce the motors (so they stay on the rover) with LEGO strips connecting both 
motors  

o Attach wheels to the motors using axles 

o A front wheel is not necessarily needed 
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Sample Code: 

 

 
This program tells the rover to: 

· Turn on motors A and C in the forward direction for a timed amount (e.g. 3 seconds) 

 
 
Discussion Questions: 

· How would you make your rover go faster? How about slower?  
o Use wheels that are larger in diameter to make the rover go faster.  

o Use wheels that are smaller in diameter to make the rover go slower.  
· Did your rover go in the direction you expected? Why or why not? What did you do to 

correct it? 

o “Forward” is a particular direction for the motors, and turning the motors around 
will make the rover go in the opposite direction.  

o If the rover was veering off in one direction, check that nothing (i.e. a wire) was 
blocking a tire from spinning freely.  

 

Activity Variations (optional): 
· Make your rover rotate in place 


